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One of the most devastating climatic hazard ‘cyclone’ hit coastal zone of
Bangladesh more or less every two to three years; damaging physical
infrastructure, loss of life and livelihood, property damage, disruption of social
system, economy loss. Nisanbaria union of Taltoliupazila under Barguna district is
adjacent to Bay of Bengal that’s why during any kind of depression into the sea
will hit this coastal area in a medium or large scale. This study focuses on
assessment of cyclone vulnerability by analyzing community present situation and
to assess the coping strategies by analyzing their past experience. For conducting
this research both primary and secondary data are collected to fulfil the objectives.
Factors that increase the vulnerability of local community includes location,
economic condition, house pattern, lack of road connectivity, insufficient cyclone
shelter, dependency ratio, lack of awareness etc. The coping strategies includes
taking shelter in safe place, livelihood diversification, using indigenous knowledge
in cyclone warning, getting relief from local GOs and NGOs etc. The GOs and
NGOs should take action for reducing the vulnerability like construction of new
cyclone shelter, improved road connectivity, construction of embankment, giving
priority of peoples indigenous practice, raising awareness of local community to
cope with the cyclone. (Ref: Siddeqa M, Islam MT, Shahin M, Biswas AA. Cyclone
vulnerability and coping strategies of coastal community: village level assessment
in Bangladesh. Discovery, 2018, 54(270), 213-220).
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CATASTROPHE & DISASTERS

Cyclone vulnerability and coping strategies of coastal community: village level assessment in Bangladesh

Siddeqa M, Islam MT, Shahin M, Biswas AA

One of the most devastating climatic hazard ‘cyclone’ hit coastal zone of Bangladesh more or less every two to three years; damaging physical
infrastructure, loss of life and livelihood, property damage, disruption of social system, economy loss. Nisanbaria union of Taltoliupazila under
Barguna district is adjacent to Bay of Bengal that’s why during any kind of depression into the sea will hit this coastal area in a medium or large
scale. This study focuses on assessment of cyclone vulnerability by analyzing community present situation and to assess the coping strategies by
analyzing their past experience. For conducting this research both primary and secondary data are collected to fulfil the objectives. Factors that
increase the vulnerability of local community includes location, economic condition, house pattern, lack of road connectivity, insufficient cyclone
shelter, dependency ratio, lack of awareness etc. The coping strategies includes taking shelter in safe place, livelihood diversification, using
indigenous knowledge in cyclone warning, getting relief from local GOs and NGOs etc. The GOs and NGOs should take action for reducing the
vulnerability like construction of new cyclone shelter, improved road connectivity, construction of embankment, giving priority of peoples indigenous
practice, raising awareness of local community to cope with the cyclone.
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ALTERNATIVE & TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

Study of medicinal leafy vegetables in the Rajshahi district of Bangladesh

Protima Mojumdar, Mahbubur Rahman AHM

Study of medicinal leafy vegetables in the Rajshahi district, Bangladesh was carried out during January 2017 to December 2017. A total of ninety
four (94) medicinal plants have been documented with their uses for the cure of more than 59 diseases. The medicinal plants are used by the local
people to cure following the diseases, especially for anemia, asthma, burning sensation, blood disease, bronchitis, cough, chicken pox, constipation,
dysentery, diarrhea, diabetes, eczema, fever, headache, itches, jaundice, menstrual disease, paralysis, piles, sex problems, skin diseases, snake-
bite, toothache, worm, wound and others. Different plant parts of different spp. are used as medicine for treating various diseases. Leaf (77.66%),
fruit (20.21%), root (11.70%), seed (23.40%), stem (2.13%), whole plant (21.28%), bulb (2.13%), flower (3.19%) and corm (3.19%) species were
used as various diseases. This finding suggests that the leafy vegetables may possibly contain other phytochemical constituents which need to be
investigated in future studies.
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PHYSICS

Design of a simplified reversible decimal adder in quantum computing based on excess-3 code

Jeong Ryeol Choi, Ji Nny Song

Information loss occurs during the operation of classical computers, leading their operation processes to be irreversible. This information loss is
accompanied by the release of heat from computers. However, quantum computers do not release such heat because their operation is basically
reversible. Reversible quantum computation with Excess-3 code has attracted considerable attention recently. We suggest a design of a simplified
decimal arithmetic circuit for reversible quantum computation based on Excess-3 code in this work. From rigorous tests for its overall computational
processes with particular examples of addition, we have shown that this newly designed circuit gives exact computational results. By utilizing this
circuit, more efficient quantum computing is possible.
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MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

About distribution natural waves in dissipative inhomogeneous flat bodies

Ruziyev TR,Umarov AO, Nuriddinov BZ, Khojiyev AKh

In this article propagation of natural waves in dissipative inhomogeneous planar bodies is considered. Wave motions are described by linear
integral-differential equations. Solving this problem, we obtain a relationship between the wave velocity and its length. The task of this kind is of
great interest for geophysicists, in the field of engineering and construction.
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AGRICULTURE & HORTICULTURE

Divergence analysis and association of economical traits in Mustard (Brassica juncea L)

Muhammad Hammad Tanveer, Farooq Ahmad Khan, Fida Hussain, Hafiz Saad Bin Mustafa

The experiment was carried out to examine the genetic variability and contribution of some morphological characters for grain yield and oil % age.
Twelve accessions of Brassica juncea were evaluated for correlation, metro-glyph and divergence analysis for genetic evaluation of the characters



studied. Highly significant differences with considerable range of variability were observed among these genotypes for all the traits. Eight clusters
had been made with different index scores. Highest genetic dissimilarity between Pak-85671 and RL-18 and lowest among UCD-83 and UCD-675
was observed. 1000-seed weight had the highest contribution to genetic divergence followed by Number of seeds per pod and Number of pods per
plant; it was due to genetic dissimilarity among the genotypes for these traits. Number of secondary branches had no contribution to the total genetic
divergence; this was due to genetic similarity among the genotypes for these traits.
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